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A constructive and unified approach is used to obtain the upperrlower fac- 
torization of positive operators and the outer function factorization of positive 
operator valued functions on the circle. For a projection nest 6 it is shown that 
every positive operator admits a canonical factorization C= A*A, with A an outer 
operator, if and only if B is well ordered. With new methods we generalize the 
inner-outer factorizations obtained by Arveson, for nests of order type Z, and the 
Riesz factorization, due to Shields, for trace class triangular operators. Weak fac- 
torization is obtained in noncommutative H’ spaces associated with (general) nest 
subalgebras of a semitinite factor. Characterizations of a Nehari type are given for 
the associated Hankel forms and Hankel operators, 1 iYXh Acadermc Prsra. Inc 
Conten/.v. 1. Introduction. 2. Arveson-Cholesky factortzation. 3. Factortzation of 
positive operator functions. 4. Riesz factorization and weak factorization. 5. Hyper- 
finite and purely atomic nests. 6. Continuous nests and compatible nests. 7. Duality 
methods. 8. Hankel operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The lower-upper factorization of an operator has played a significant 
role in various areas of analysis, both in the solutions of specific problems 
in numerical analysis, integral equations, and prediction theory, for exam- 
ple, and in the general structure theory of Hilbert space operators. The fac- 
torization of a positive invertible finite matrix C as A*A with A and its 
inverse in upper triangular form is known, especially to numerical analysts, 
as the Cholesky decomposition. Using an operator theoretic variant of the 
inner-outer factorization of Hardy space functions, Arveson [2] extended 
this to Hilbert space operators in the context of triangularity with respect 
to a fixed projection nest of order type Z. Earlier, in work of significance to 
integral operators, Gohberg and Krein [9] obtained lower-upper fac- 
torizations with respect to arbitrary projection nests in the case of 
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operators that differ from the identity by a sufficiently compact pertur- 
bation. Their methods were different and relied on the convergence of the 
triangular operator integral in symmetrically normed ideals. In the recent 
startling advances in the similarity theory of nests, initiated by Andersen 
[l] (see [4,6] for different perspectives), Larson [ 131 has shown that 
there exist operators of the form identity plus compact that do not admit a 
lower-upper factorization with respect to a continuous nest. All these 
results are principally concerned with factorizations of invertible or essen- 
tially invertible operators. 
Using a limiting argument, valid for nests of multiplicity one and order 
type N, Shields [24] obtained Cholesky decompositions for ull positive 
operators. This was shown to be significant for the associated noncom- 
mutative Hardy spaces, and variants of the Riesz factorization of functions 
and Hardy’s inequality were obtained. The lack of a general Cholesky 
decomposition, even for a finite nest, impeded the extension of these results 
to more general nests. However, it was observed in Power 121, 221 that 
weak factorization and trace class decompositions could be used as a good 
substitute for Riesz factorization. This approach is reminiscent of the suc- 
cess of weak factorization [S, 181 and molecular decomposition [23] in 
higher dimensional Hardy spaces and Bergman spaces. 
In this paper we give a new direct approach, that is essentially of a con- 
structive nature, to obtain factorizations of Cholesky--Arveson type and 
which can be applied to urhitrary positive operators in the presence of a 
well-ordered nest. The well-ordered context is the appropriate framework 
for such universal factorization (see Corollary 2.5). In this way our view- 
point differs from that of Larson [ 13, Sect. 41 who has shown that the 
countubility of the (complete) nest is the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the outer factorization C = A*A of every positive invertible operator. In 
contrast to Arveson’s methods our constructions lead directly to the outer 
factor. From this main result we easily obtain generalizations and different 
proofs of the inner-outer factorization of operators and Shields’ Riesz fac- 
torization mentioned above. 
We also obtain weak factorization in noncommutative H’ spaces 
associated with general nests in a semilinite factor. In this way we are able 
to characterize the associated Hankel forms and Hankel operators. For 
example, the celebrated theorem of Nehari [ 161 has its analog in the for- 
mula 
IlH,ll = dist(x, H”(M, R. T)), 
where H, is the Hankel operator related to left multiplication by the 
operator x in the semifinite factor M (Theorem 8.1). 
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It is notable that in the context of positive operator valued functions C$ 
on the circle, the construction also leads directly to the factorization 
4 = h/z* with h an outer operator valued function with h(O) positive, when 
this factorization is known to exist. Such factorization is usually obtained 
indirectly through the Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem (as in Helson’s book 
[lo], for example). Moreover in Theorem 3.1 we obtain a new condition 
for such factorization, namely 
where $(z)=&Z) and where H, and T, are the associated Hankel and 
Toeplitz operators. The possibly unbounded operator T; r must be 
appropriately interpreted, and the limit taken in the strong operator 
topology. Thus we have a new perspective on the rich ideas encircling outer 
factorization, prediction theory, and the Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem. 
The nest subalgebras H"(M, 6, z), defined below, are related to (but 
usually quite distinct from) the analytic operator algebras of McAsey, 
Muhly, and Saito [ 151, and, of course, to certain subdiagonal algebras 
introduced by Arveson [2]. Moreover, as nest subalgebras, they fall within 
the context studied by Gilfeather and Larson [S]. There are interesting 
connections with these studies but we do not pursue them here. 
We use the following notation. Let M be a factor with faithful semifinite 
normal trace r and let 
LP=LP(M)=LP(M,z), 1dpdyU. 
be the usual noncommutative Lebesgue spaces. Let G’ be a complete nest of 
self-adjoint projections in M and define the noncommutative Hardy space 
to be the closed subspace of L" of elements x for which (1 -e) xc=0 for 
all e in 8. In particular L' = M and H" is the nest subalgebra of M 
induced by &. Also write 
for the closed subspace of HP of elements x for which s(.ua) = 0 for all a in 
H". The von Neumann algebra generated by 6 is called the Core of A’ and 
the nest is said to be compatible with r, or simply compatible, if the restric- 
tion of r to the core is semifinite. 
An atom of the nest & is a non-zero projection of the form e , -e, where 
e += inf(f:f>e, fin 8’) is the immediate successor of e, and the nest is 
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said to be purely atomic if the identity operator is the sum, in the strong 
operator topology, of these atoms. If no atoms exist then 6 is said to be a 
continuous nest. For any projection e < I in any nest 8 we define P + as 
above, and similarly, if e > 0, we let e = sup{f: f < e, f‘ in S}. A nest is 
well ordered if e < e, for all e < I. We write Alg & for the nest algebra 
associated with B, so that 
H” =L” nAlgB. 
For convenience we assume that all Hilbert spaces are complex and 
separable. We usually write ,% for the underlying Hilbert space, and Y(3) 
for the associated algebra of bounded operators. 
2. ARVESON-CHOLESKY FACTORIZATIONS 
In finite dimensions the result of the next theorem is more easily 
obtained and, when used inductively, leads to a Cholesky type decom- 
position for an arbitrary positive operator. The proof of the general case 
below builds on an idea of Lance [ 121. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let C he a positive operator on a Hilbert space with 
operator matrix 
with respect to a prescribed decomposition. Then the limit A qf the sequence 
A = (a+n-‘)‘I’ (a+n ‘) “lb 
n 
1 0 (c,-b*(a+n ‘) ’ b)‘/2 1 
exists in the weak operator topology. Moreover C = A *A and UA * has upper 
triangular form if and only if UC has upper triangular -form. 
Proof: Recall that if a is an invertible positive operator then 
is positive if and only if c> b*a- ‘b. Since c + n ~‘13 0 it follows that 
b*(a+n~‘I,)~‘b<cfn~‘l,, where Z, Z,,Z, are the appropriate identity 
operators. The increasing sequence b*(a + n ‘I,) h converges in the weak 
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operator topology to an operator c, 6 c. Let e, denote the spectral projec- 
tion for the operator a corresponding to the interval (t, co). Then, for t > 0, 
llb*a P”2ell12= lim I(h*(a+K’) ‘.‘2e,(a+n ‘) m”2hJI n-r 
d lim lIh*(a+nP’))’ hII 
n - cm 
6 llc, Il. 
It follows that d, = b*a “‘e, converges to an operator d in the star strong 
topology as t -+ 0. Moreover c1 = dd*. To see this note first that 
and so, by our earlier argument, with dd* replacing c, we have c, < dd*. 
On the other hand, 
and so c, 2 b*um-‘!2e,uP’/2b. Let t -+ 0 and it follows that c, 3 dd*. Now let 
A= 
u1i2 d* 
0 (c - dd*)“” 1 
and it remains only to show that UA* is upper triangular when UC is. But 
if 
u= UI u2 
[  I  u3 u4 
and u3u + uqb* = 0 then 
u3u”2 + u,d* = lim(u,u + u,b*) a li2e, =O, 
1-O 
completing the proof. 
We now obtain a Cholesky factorization relative to a well-ordered nest. 
The case of a finite nest is particularly straightforward, but in general some 
care must be taken with the accumulation points. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let & be a well-ordered nest of projections and let C be u 
positive operator. Then there exists a factorization C = A*A, with A in 
Alg B, with the property that UA * belongs to Alg 6 whenever U is an 
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operator such that UC belongs to Alg d. Moreover A belongs to the von 
Neumann algebra generated by C and the nest. 
ProoJ: It has been shown in [4] how the constructions used in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 lead to a positive operator valued measure C(d), 
defined on the Bore1 algebra of Q, with the order topology, that has the 
following properties. The total mass is C(6) = C, and if Q = [E, F) is a half 
open interval of 6 then C(Q) has the form 
0 
I 
E.?? 
h (F-E) X 
b*(a+n ‘) ‘b (I-F)X. 
(Indeed C[O, F) is defined in this way, with C[O, F) F= CF, and C[O, F) = 
C[O, E) + C[E, F). C(d) is constructed first on the ring generated by the 
semiintervals, and then after establishing the required continuity, extended 
to a positive operator valued measure, with convergence in the weak 
operator topology). 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1 we may write C(Q) = AZ; A, where A, 
has the form 
0 0 0 E.H 
0 a’,2 e,a “h (F-E)R 
0 0 0 I (Z-F) 3, 
and where e, is the spectral projection for the positive operator II for the 
interval (t, co), and convergence occurs in the star strong topology. Now 
let Q be a partition of &\,{I) by disjoint intervals Q of the above form. 
Then, since C(d) is a positive operator measure we have 
C=C,C(Q)=L,A;A, 
with convergence in the weak operator topology. If B is a finite subset of 
Q then 
In particular the finite sums of the series Z,A, are uniformly bounded in 
the operator norm. It is clear that the series 
CQ(A~x, Y) 
converges when the support of y is contained in a finite number of the 
intervals of Q. Since the collection of these vectors is dense, we conclude 
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that the series C,A, converges in the weak operator topology to an 
operator A such that C= A*A. 
We now use the hypothesis that d is well ordered. In this case the set 
([E, E,): Ein 8, E#Z} IS a maximal partition of 8. and the associated 
operator A, constructed above, belongs to Alg (5”. It follows from the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 that A belongs to the von Neumann algebra generated by 
C and B, and has the desired property. 
We refer to the specific factorization obtained in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 as the Cholesky factorization of C associated with the well- 
ordered nest 8. The next two corollaries show that this decomposition 
generalizes results of Arveson obtained for invertible positive operators 
relative to nests of order type N. Following Arveson we say that an 
operator A in Alg & is an outer operator if the range projection of A com- 
mutes with d and if AE&f is dense in AX n ER for every projection E in 
A. In particular if A is invertible, with inverse in Alg 6, then A is outer. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let B be a well-ordered nest and let C = A *A he the 
Cholesky factorization. Then A is an outer operator. Moreover if C is inver- 
tible then A is invertible with inverse in Alg 8. 
Proqf: In view of the special form of the operators A, in the represen- 
tation A = C,A, it is possible to check that A is an outer operator. If C is 
an invertible operator then A will be seen to be invertible if we show that 
the range of A is dense. This in turn is a consequence of the fact that the 
operator a in the representation of A, is an invertible operator on QX, for 
every Q. To see this observe that the operator E, CE, on E, .Y? is inver- 
tible and has the form 
E, CE, = 
ECE B 
I 
EN 
B* B*(ECE) -’ B $ a (E, - E) X’ 
Hence, noting that B= EB, we see that the operator 
[“,:” i]=[“B:” B*(Ec; ’B+a][; -‘“;“’ ‘“1 
is invertible, and so a is invertible, as required 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let B be a well-ordered nest oj’projections and let T he 
an operator in Alg B that is invertible. Then T= UA, Mlhere U, A belong to 
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Alg 8, U is an isometry, and A is invertible with inverse in Alg &. Moreover 
U and A belong to the von Neumann algebra generated by T and 8. 
Proof. Let T= VC be a polar decomposition of T, with C a positive 
invertible operator and V an isometry. Let C* = A*A be the Cholesky fac- 
torization of C* and define U = VC- ‘A *. Since VC- ’ C2 is in Alg 8 it 
follows that U is also in Alg B. Also U*U= AC’A* = I. The remaining 
assertions follow from Corollary 2.3 and the constructive nature of the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. 
If we relax the hypothesis that the nest is well ordered then there are 
operators that do not admit a Cholesky factorization. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let 8 be a projection nest. Then every positive operator 
admits a Cholesky factorization with respect to & if and only f 8 is well 
ordered. 
Proof We need only show that if E is a projection in the nest with 
E = E + (E # I) then there is a non-factorizable positive operator. Let S be a 
unit vector such that f = (I- E) f and (F- E) f # 0 for all F > E, and let 
C= E +f@,f: Suppose that C = A*A is a Cholesky factorization. Then 
E= EA*AE= EA*EAE and EAE is an isometry on EX. Since 
](A(( = (ICl( = 1 it follows that the range of EA(I- E) is orthogonal to the 
range of AE. But A is an outer operator and so this entails EA(Z- E) = 0, 
and hence S@f= (El AE’)* (El AE’)= ATA, say. Since A, is of rank 
one and E = E, it follows that A,(F- E) = 0 for some projection F> E, 
and this now contradicts our hypothesis on the vector $ 
Remarks 1. The inner and outer factors of Corollary 2.4 belong to the 
von Neumann algebra generated by the nest and the operator. It follows 
that this inner-outer factorization of invertible operators is valid in any 
nest subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra M associated with a well- 
ordered nest contained in M. In particular, since the positive operators of a 
von Neumann algebra constitute a spanning set, it follows from 
Corollary 2.3 that 
L”(M) = span(h*h: h invertible in H”(M, a)} 
in the case of a well-ordered nest 8, in the semifinite factor M. In fact a 
weaker structural condition, with h unrestricted in H”(M, a), holds more 
generally. Indeed, using factorization in nests of order type Z, Larson [ 13, 
Proposition 4.131 deduced that every invertible positive operator C admits 
a factorization A *A with A leaving invariant any prescribed nest. However, 
A is not necessarily invertible or outer. 
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2. Corollary 2.4 is in fact a special case of a general inner-outer fac- 
torization theorem concerning arbitrary operators T in a nest algebra 
Alg d such that d has the property E # E, for all E #O (well ordered 
except, possibly, at 0). 
3. There is clearly a strong formal analogy between the inner-outer fac- 
torization of operators and that of functions. However, the operator ver- 
sion in the case of the multiplicity one nest of order type N is weaker. In 
fact any operator T in Alg N with non-zero diagonal is an outer operator 
and T*T is the Cholesky factorization of the positive operator T*T. In par- 
ticular, as Arveson has already observed in [3], the operator factorization 
of a coanalytic Toeplitz operator TL is quite unrelated to the functional 
inner-outer factorization of h. However, we see in the next section that 
functional factorization is closely related to the Cholesky construction in 
the case of order type Z. 
3. FACTORIZATION OF POSITIVE OPERATOR FUNCTIONS 
It is instructive to examine the Cholesky construction in the context of 
the multiplication operators M, on the Hilbert space L*(T), for the circle 
T, with respect to the nest F consisting of 0, the identity operator, and the 
projections E, onto the subspaces Y’ H2(, for integers n, where H*(T) is 
the Hardy subspace. Indeed a function f in H"(T) is an outer function if 
and only if the multiplication operator Ff is an outer operator with 
respect to this nest. The nest 6’ is not well ordered. Nevertheless to each 
positive function 4 in L"(T), and associated positive operator C= M,, 
there is a uniquely determined positive operator valued measure C(d), as 
described in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and more fully in [20, Sect. 31. In 
particular, 
C([O, Ek)) = Ak " Ekx [ 1 Bif D,(I- E/c) x 
where A, = E,M,E,, B, = EkMd(I - Ek), and Dk = lim,, 
B,*(K +A,)-' Bk. Also 
C([I-%, 1)) = 
0 0 E,Z [ 1 0 Fk (Z-E,)X 
0 0 0 E,X 
= 0 a b (Ek+,-Ek)% [ 1 0 b* c U-&+1) s, 
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where a and h are defined as above in terms of the first row of F, = 
(I-E,) M,(Z- Ek) -D,. The multiplication operator C has a Laurent 
matrix (constant on diagonals) and from this it follows that the operators 
C’,= C({E,}) are simply translates of each other, and that the operator 
C((0, I)) = ZkCk is a multiplication operator. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 the operators C, factors as AZA, and C((0, I)) = A*A, where 
A = xpZ ~. x A, is a coanalytic multiplication operator with Laurent 
representing matrix 
* 
A= . 0 
If 4 = lh12, with h an invertible outer function and h(0) = 1, then A = M,-. 
In fact one can verify directly that F, reduces to the operator (I- ~5~) 
Mh(l-Ek) M$(Z-Ek) by making use of the relations EkM,,M,-Ek = 
EkMhEkMliEk and (EkMhEk)m’=EkM;, ‘Ek. Thus C=C((O,I)) and 
C( (0)) = 0. On the other hand, since we always have C = C( { 0) ) + 
C((0, I)) = C( {0}) + A*A it follows that in general d = & + IhI’, where h is 
outer and q5,, is positive. In particular if 4 = 0 on a set of positive measure 
then, since h cannot so vanish, h = 0, 4 = a,, and C = C( (0) ). 
The moral to be drawn from the last remark is that in certain cir- 
cumstances, for non-well-ordered nests, the measure C(d ) may be concen- 
trated at zero, or have mass at zero, and that the Cholesky factorization is 
not automatic. We can identify this circumstance precisely, even, as we now 
indicate, in the setting of infinite multiplicity, and this leads to a new 
operator theoretic perspective, and approach to, the circle of ideas 
surrounding the outer function factorization of a positive operator valued 
function, as investigated by Devinatz [7], Masani and Wiener [ 143, 
Helson and Lowdenslager [ 111, and many others since. First we need a lit- 
tle more notation. The context that follows is well known and developed, 
for example, in the books of Helson [lo] and Sz-Nagy and Foias [25]. 
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Here too can be found discussions of outer function factorization by means 
of the Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem. 
Let X be a separable Hilbert space, let L$- = L*(T) 0 X, with subspace 
H$ = H*(T) OX, and let P denote the orthogonal projection of L’, onto 
H$. Define L&X, as the algebra of bounded operators on L$ whose 
representing operator matrices, with entries in 9(-X), have the Laurent 
form of constancy along diagonals. In fact L$,, ) is the commutant of the 
bilateral shift MI @ I which we denote simply by Z. Let &Yiy be the nest con- 
taining 0, the identity operator, and the projections i?:,, = E, 0 Z, for n in Z, 
and write H?&, for the intersection of LF&,-, and (Alg 6x )*. Finally, for I$ 
in L” 2v(,XJ we let T4 = Pq5P and H, = (I- P) dP. These are the Toeplitz and 
Hankel operators associated with 4, defined in our context as operators on 
Lz,. 
For a positive operator 4 = C in L?&, ), the arguments above apply. It 
follows that there is a factorization C = A*A with A an outer operator 
relative to &, and moreover belonging to (H$G,,,~,)*, if and only if 
C( {0}) = 0. (Th ere is a natural dual formulation, with the dual nest, that 
leads to a factorization C= B*B with B an outer operator, relative to the 
dual nest, and belonging to H&,,. ) Our notion of outer operator here 
coincides precisely with the usual notion of outer for these model spaces, 
namely that the restriction of B to H$ should have dense range in 
H?, n ran B. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let q5 be u positive operator in L’$,(,, ) and let $(z) = q(2). 
Suppose that 
lim lim z”H,(Tti+m-I)-’ H&z “=O, 
n-urn-r 
where the limit exists in this strong operator topology. Then there exists a 
factorization C$ = hh*, with h an outer operator in H$c,x ). In particular C$ 
admits such a factorization $4 is invertible. 
Proof: With 4 = C we see from the definition of the operator measure 
C(d), as above, that 
C( [O, E,,)) = zn ’ 
[ 
P’4P’ P’dP ---,,+I 
Pq5P’ 1 x i 
where X=lim, P#P’(PLdP’ +m-‘)-I P’dP. Thus C([O, En)) decreases 
to zero in the weak star topology, as n + -co, if and only if znXzP” con- 
verges to zero in the weak operator topology as n + -a. This is 
equivalent to the stated condition, as can be seen by conjugation with the 
natural unitary operator that exchanges past and future. As we observed 
before, and the argument applies equally well in the present higher mul- 
tiplicity setting, C admits the desired factorization if and only if C( (0)) = 0, 
and so the first part of the theorem is established. 
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If 4 is invertible, as well as positive, then the Toeplitz operator T, is 
invertible. Moreover for a vector g in L$ we have 
lim H$z-“g= lim P$(Z- P) z- “g 
n - o(, n - IT, 
= lim P*z-“g 
II - x, 
=o 
from which it follows that z”H, T; IH$*zp” converges to zero in the weak 
operator topology, completing the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. 1. In general T;‘J2 . 1s an unbounded self-adjoint operator, 
but the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that since 4 is positive the operator 
T;“*H$* is bounded. Thus the condition of the theorem coincides with 
that stated in the Introduction. 
2. The theorem applies to positive matrix valued functions on the circle 
which may fail the non-degenerate requirement of prediction theory of the 
integrability of log det 4. Indeed det $J may be identically zero. It seems 
likely then that the Cholesky construction is significant for non-deter- 
ministic multivariate stationary stochastic processes, since factorization of 
the spectral density function is a key step in the analysis. 
3. If the Hankel operator H, has finite rank then the operator T, l”H$ 
is well defined and also has finite rank, so the hypothesis of the theorem 
holds. Hence such 4 admit outer function factorization. In particular if d, is 
a positive rational n x n matrix function then 4 admits factorization. Such 
factorization is well known in prediction theory’ but our particular view- 
point seems to be new. 
4. RIESZ FACTORIZATION AND WEAK FACTORIZATION 
We introduce some terminology and show how weak factorization in an 
abstract, possibly noncommutative, Hardy space leads to the identification 
of the associated bounded Hankel forms. 
Let H denote a complex algebra carrying norms (/ /I 1, j/ (1: such that 
I)ab\l, < (lall, I\b\12 for all a, b in H. We say that H has the.finite tceak fac- 
torization property if there exists a constant K, such that each element a in 
H admits a representation a = b, c, + . + b,c,, with factors in H, such 
that 
l/b,l12 lIc,l12+ ... + Ilbnl12 l/~,ll~GK~ l1411. 
I P. Masani, Recent trends in multivariate prediction theory, in “Multivariate Analysis 
(P. R. Krishnaiah, Ed.), pp. 351-382, Academic Press, New York. 1966. 
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The index n is unrestricted. If we can take K, equal to unity then we say 
that H admits exact hnite weak factorization. 
Denote the completions of H with respect to 11 I( i and /I I/: by H’ and 
HZ, respectively. A simple iterative argument shows that if H admits finite 
weak factorization with constant K, then H’ admits weak factorization 
with constant K2, in the following sense. Every element a in H’ admits a 
representation a = Cp=, hkck with h,, ck in H and 
,T, llM2 Ilckl12dK2 llallI. 
Moreover we can choose K2 > K, to be arbitrary close to K,. If K, = 1 we 
say that H’ admits almost exact weak factorization. If in fact it is possible 
to take K, = 1 we say that H’ admits exact weak factorization. 
It is a simple consequence of the Riesz factorization of H* functions that 
the algebra of complex polynomials, endowed with the Hardy space norms, 
has the finite weak factorization property. In fact K, can be chosen 
arbitrarily greater than unity, and the length of the factorization can be 
restricted to two terms. Coifman, Rochberg, and Weiss [S] have shown 
that weak factorization is valid for the Hardy space of the sphere and ball 
in C”. It follows that the space of complex polynomials in n complex 
variables admits finite weak factorization. 
A bounded Hankel form [ , ] on H is a bilinear form such that 
[ah, c] = [a, bc] 
for all a, 6, c in H, and such that 
ICa, cll GfG llallz /Ic/12 
for all a, c in H, Similarly we can define bounded Hankel forms on the 
completion H*, where we take a, c in H* and h in H and require that HZ be 
a two sided H-module. 
A sequence Y, in H is said to be a 11 iI,-approximate identity if 
jjar,-aljz+O and jlr,a-all,+O, as n-co, for all a in H. The next 
lemma concerns Hankel forms on H, but clearly there is an analogous 
result for Hankel forms on H* when H’ admits weak factorization. Trivial 
examples, with H. H = (0) for example, show that the approximate iden- 
tity hypothesis cannot be dropped. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H, I/ 11,) Jj )I2 be as above and suppose that H possesses 
the finite weak factorization property and a 1) 11 *-approximate identity. Then 
for each bounded Hankel form [ , ] on H there exists a functional @ in the 
dual space of H’ such that [a, b] = @(ab).for a, b in H. 
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Proof. Let rn be the approximate identity. Define @ on H by @(a) = 
Lb,, CII + ..’ + [bm, c,], where LI = b, c, + . + b,c, is any factorization 
of a. Since 
= lim C [bkck, r,,] 
If-x k=, 
= lim [a, u,,], 
I,+ 1 
the functional @ is well defined. Moreover, by appropriate choice of fac- 
torization, we have 
Thus @ can be extended to a continuous linear functional on H’ with norm 
no greater than K, K, , where K, is the factorization constant, and K, is the 
norm of the form. This completes the proof. 
It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that @‘, and therefore [ , 1, is 
implemented by an element of the dual of L’, the natural enveloping 
Lebesgue space. For the contexts below this means that the Hankel form is 
implemented by an element x in L”(A4, r), in the sense that [a, b] = 
z(bxa). Moreover .X can be chosen with (1x11= K, /I [ , 111, where K, is the 
weak factorization constant and I/ [ , 111 denotes the norm of the form, 
namely, the supremum of 1 [a, b]l for a, b in the /( II ,-unit ball of H*. 
The strongest form of weak factorization in H’ is, of course, when every 
element h can be factored as h,h, with hl,h2 in H’ and ljhji, = Jjh,]), Jjh,j],. 
We say that H’ admits Riesz factorization in this case. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let z be a faithful semiJinite normal truce on 5!?;“(&) and 
let d be a well ordered projection nest. Then H’(Z(X’), 6, T) admits Riesz 
factorization. 
Proof Let h be an operator in H’ with a polar decomposition h = UC. 
By Theorem 2.2 we may factor c as a*a with a and uu* leaving the nest 
invariant. Let h, = uu* and h, = a. Then h = h, h, is a Riesz factorization 
with respect to the von Neumann-Schatten norms as desired. 
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Similarly the space H’(M, 8, t) admits Riesz factorization when 6 is a 
well-ordered nest in the semifinite factor M. This may be seen by repeating 
the constructions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in the context of L’(M, r), the 
details of which we leave to the reader. In the next three sections we obtain 
weak factorization in more general contexts. In Sections 5 and 6 we in fact 
only need Riesz factorization for finite nests (which does not require the 
construction of the measure C(d)). In Section 7 we use completely different 
duality methods based on Arveson’s distance formula. 
5. HYPERFINITE NESTS AND PURELY ATOMIC NESTS 
We note two elementary settings wherein weak factorization and the 
characterization of Hankel forms is obtained easily by approximation 
through finite dimensional subalgebras. 
Let M be the hyperfinite II, factor with a given sequence of nested 
matrix algebras B, c B, G ... whose union is dense. Let &,;, be a maximal 
projection nest in B, such that 8, G gZ c . . The weakly closed union 8 of 
these nests is a complete nest in M and determines a nest subalgebra 
H”(M, 8). Moreover H”(M, 8) is the weak operator topology closed 
union of the subalgebras H” (B,, $,, T,), where T,~ is the normalized trace 
on B,. Similarly, writing T for the normalized semilinite normal trace on 
M, HP(M, 8, 5) is the /I II,-closed union of the isometrically embedded 
spaces HP(B,, G?~, r,,), for 1 6 p 6 a. We refer to the nest t: as a canonical 
nest associated with M. Clearly it is maximal and continuous. The finite 
dimensional spaces H’( B,, &,, r,,) admit Riesz factorization, by 
Theorem 2.2 and the proof of Theorem 4.2 (also see Shields [24]), and so 
H’(M, 8, T) admits almost exact weak factorization. 
In a similar way, if d is a purely atomic nest, not necessarily compatible, 
in a semilinite factor M, then H’(M, 8, z) can be viewed as the closed 
union of a sequence of finite dimensional H’ spaces and we obtain that 
H’(M, 8, r) admits almost exact weak factorization. The following two 
theorems now follow from the arguments of the last section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Q he a canonical nest in the hyperjinite II, factor M 
and let T denote the normalized truce. [f [ , ] is u bounded Hankel~form on 
H*(M, 8, z) then there exists an operator x in M .such that [a h] = t(h.~u) 
and II-41 = ll[I , III. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 8 be a purely atomic nest in the semifinite ,fuctor M 
with faithful semifinite normal truce T. If [ , ] is u bounded HankelJbrm on 
H*(M, 6, z) then there exists an operator .Y in M such that [u, h] = s(h.ua) 
and II-4 = II C , 1 II. 
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6. CONTINUOUS NESTS AND COMPATIBLE NESTS 
We now characterize the Hankel forms on H2(M, b, 5) when A4 is a 
semilinite factor and d is any compatible nest. The weak factorization of 
H’(A4, I, r) is obtained through the decomposition H’ = L’(D, T) + HA, 
where D is the diagonal algebra H” A (HZ)*, and the fact that HA admits 
almost exact weak factorization in case d is continuous. For this reason we 
only obtain the estimate llxll 6 3 lI[ , ] jl for the implementing operator. It 
may be that the constant 3 is just an artifact of our proof. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let & be a continuous nest in a II, factor M and let 
H,=span{ex(l-f):xEM,e,fE&,e<,f). 
Then H, admits almost exact weak factorization. 
Proof Let x belong to H,. Since B is continuous we may choose a suf- 
ficiently line subnest 0 = e, < e, < . ‘. < e,, = 1 of G so that z(e, - e, , ) = 
n-’ forj= l,..., n and 
x=e,x(l-ee4)+(ez-e,)x(l -e,)+ .‘. +(e,,P,-e,,P,)x(l-e,, ,) 
Since M is a factor there is a partial isometry r with initial space equal to 
the range of e,-e, and such that oe,=O, (e,-e,P,)u=u(ei+,-e,) for 
j= l,..., n - 1. 
Let w  = Use and note that for j = 4,..., n - 1 we have 
and so wxu’ leaves the finite subnest invariant. By the proof of Theorem 4.2 
there is a Riesz decomposition wxw=rs with IIwxu’jl, = IIrIjz IIsl12 and r, s 
operators in A4 that leave invariant the finite subnest. However x= 
w*wxww* and so x = (w*r)(sw*) is a norm exact factorization. Since r and 
s leave invariant e ,,..., e, it follows that w*r and s+t’* belong to HO. To 
complete the proof we need only show that the subspace HA = Hh(M, B’, T) 
defined in the Introduction, coincides with the /I I/, closure of HO. This 
follows from the inequality /1x1( l < llxll Z T( 1) and elementary arguments (or 
from Theorem 7.1 below). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let & be a compatible nest in the semifinite factor A4 with 
faithful normal semifinite trace T. If [ , ] is a bounded Hankel form on 
H2(M, &‘, z) then there exists an operator x in A4 such that [a, b] = r(bxa) 
and II4 G3 IIC , Ill. 
Proof: Suppose first that M is a finite factor. To establish the theorem 
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in this case it will be enough to show that H admits weak factorization 
with constant arbitrarily close to 3. There is a // 1) ,-continuous projection 
E, from L’(M, r) to L’(D, T), where D = H” n (HZ)* and L’(D, z) is 
identified with the /I 11 ,-closure of D in L’(M, r). In fact let E, be the pro- 
jection on B defined by a finite subnest A of 8, where Ed(x) = C qxq, the 
sum being taken over the atoms q of A. Then lim, IlEd - E(x)/1 z = 0, for 
x in M, where E is the normal expectation of M onto D. Hence 
lim, IlEd - E(x)ll, =O, and so E, can be defined as the continuous 
extension of E, and IlE, 11 = 1. Since T(X) = s(E(x)) it follows that H,!, is the 
kernel of the restriction of El to H1 and that H’ =L’(D, z)+ HA. If 
x= k + h with k in L’(D, t) and h in HA then Ilk11 < llxll, and 
llhll I d 2 llxll , . Since k can be exactly factored in terms of L2(D, t), which is 
contained in Hz, we will obtain the required factorization if we show that 
HA admits almost exact weak factorization with respect to H’ (not Hz!). 
When B is continuous we have already observed this in Proposition 6.1. 
Since A4 has no minimal projections there exists a continuous nest ..V in M 
that contains 8. Observe that H,!JM, &, z) is contained in HA(M, *,I”, r) and 
that Hi(M, JV, r) is contained in H2(M, 8, ~5). In view of Proposition 6.1, 
Hh(M, N, r) admits almost exact weak factorization relative to 
Hi(M, JV, r) and so HA(M, 8, z) admits almost exact weak factorization 
relative to H2(M, 8, t), as desired. 
To deduce the general case use the compatibility of d to obtain a 
sequence p,, of projections in the weak closure of 6 that converge strongly 
to the identity. Since &N = p,& is a nest in the finite factor M,, = p,Mp, the 
theorem applies and the restriction of [ , ] to H2(M,, , &,, t) is implemen- 
ted by an operator x,, of appropriate norm, in M,,. It follows that [ , ] is 
implemented by any weak operator topology cluster point of {x,,}, and this 
completes the proof. 
7. DUALITY METHODS 
Returning now to the context of an arbitrary nest & in a semilinite factor 
M we have the following variant of Arveson’s distance formula, 
dist(x, H”(M, 6, t)) = sup /I( 1 -e) xell. 
e E A 
This can be obtained from the proof given in [19] of Arveson’s distance 
formula and which is based on constructive arguments of Parrott [17] for 
the 2 x 2 case. These constructions involve only the factors in the polar 
decompositions of compressions of x and so the distance from x to the full 
nest algebra associated with 8 is achieved by an element of M. 
The Banach space HA(M, Q, r) is the preannihilator of H”, and so has a 
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dual space that is naturally isometrically isomorphic to L”/H”. It follows 
from this duality and the distance formula that the unit ball of HA is the 
closed convex hull of elements of the form h = ey( 1 - e), where r is in 6, J 
in L’ and Ily(l, < 1. By an elementary approximation argument every 
element h in H, admits a decomposition h = xp=, h,, where C;=, ilhk/i, d 
(1 + E) llhil, and hk has the special form hk = ekhk( 1 - ek) with ek in 8. We 
now factorize these elementary block operators to obtain an almost exact 
weak factorization for HA relative to H2 and Hi. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let & be a projection nest in the semifinite factor M with 
faithful semifinite normal trace T, let h belong to Hh(M, &, t) and let c > 0. 
Then there exist elements x, , x2 ,... in H,$M> 8, t) and elements y, , .v2 ,... ln 
H2(M, I, t) such that 
Proof. We may assume that h = eh( 1 - e) for some e in Q. Write L t and 
L: for the unit balls of L’ and L2. Suppose first that e <r, where e = 
sup{ g: g < e, gin &}. Then eL’(e-e ) is contained in HZ and 
(e-e-) I,‘( 1 -e) is contained in Hi. It will be sufficient then to show that 
L, is contained in the I/ 11 ,-closed convex hull of the set F = (x(e - e ) y: 
X, YE L:}. Fix z in Li and let Z=Z,Z~ with I,, -I in Lf. Let {y,,i be an 
orthogonal family of self-adjoint projections each of which is equivalent to 
a subprojection of e - em , and such that C q,, = 1. Let c(,, = l/-1, q,,l/ 2 ily,i~z~~ I
and M’, = a;‘~, qnz2 so that /lr~,l/, 6 1 and 2 = C z,~IL’,,. By the Cauchy 
Schwarz inequality C x,, < 1. Since q,, = u,,(e - e ) u,, for some partial 
isometries u,, t‘,, in M it follows that M’,, belongs to F, and that z lies in the 
closed convex hull of F, as desired. 
If, on the other hand, e = e then there is a projection ,f’in 8 with ,f‘< 6~ 
and II(f-e)hll,<c/2. Let h,=h-(f-e)h so that llh-hJcq’2 llhll and 
h, =fh,(l -e). NowJ‘L’(e -,f) and (e-,f) L’(1 -e) belong to Hi, and SO 
we may obtain an almost exact weak factorization of h, relative to Hg if we 
show that L; is contained in the 11 II,-convex hull of Lf(e-f) Lf. This 
follows as above. A simple iterative argument completes the proof. 
8. HANKEL OPERATORS 
Let P and P, be the orthogonal projections from L2(M, T) onto 
H’(M, &, z) and HA(M, 8, z), respectively. Define the Hankel operator 
H, = (I- P) L, P on L2, where L, is the operator of left multiplication by 
the operator x in M. Let J be the conjugate linear isometry y 4 y* on L’ 
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and note that J(I- I’) = P,J. Thus for h in H”, h, in HZ and h, in Hi we 
have 
Define [A,, h,] = (A,, JH,h,) and we thereby establish a correspondence 
between bounded Hankel operators H, and bounded Hankel forms [ , ] 
on H2x Hi. Moreover [h,, h,] =s(h,xh,). By Theorem 7.1 this form 
determines a bounded linear functional on H’ whose norm is the operator 
norm jlH,ll. By the Hahn-Banach theorem the functional is implemented 
by an operator y with llvli = IIH,Il. Thus H, = H,. and so x-y belongs to 
H”, the set of symbol operators that determine the zero Hankel operator. 
Thus we have the following Nehari type theorem in semilinite factors. The 
I, case is also in [22]. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let Q be a projection nest in the semifinite factor M Maith 
faithful sem$nite normal trace 5. Let x be an operator qf M that determines 
the Hankel operator H, on L’(M, t). Then 
/(H,Jj = dist(x, H”(M, 8, T)). 
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